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Child,

God will not always speak to your ear and heart because there will come a moment in which His
Voice will become silence and life within you.

You will no longer hear from the Lord His Words, as you hear them now, and this will dictate the
moment of being One with the Father and that His Voice may not be pronounced from the outside
inward, but within you for the whole world.

When the Creator silences and only observes the world, will be the time for the voices of His
creatures to resound. It will be the moment to live the unity with God, so that from the being itself
emerges the guidance for humanity.

The last test of the human heart will be the absolute solitude, solitude in which it will find itself
spiritually as race and as consciousness. It will be the solitude of humanity with itself. And, in this
moment, child, it will be only up to the human heart to find the exit to live love and truth.

Those who build unity with the Father will not hesitate or fear because their thought, feeling and
action will be One with the Thought, Felling and Action of God. And those who do not know the
Creator and never searched for Him will live the test of trusting their brothers and sisters in order
not to get lost.

Those who claimed to be self-assured will see themselves facing an abyss and will want to turn
back, without having where to go. The brave and trustful of God - and not of themselves - will
launch themselves without fear and will enter the portals that lead to a new time, to the real time.

Child, among symbols and literalities, I make you know a part of truth. The only certainty you can
have, before My words, is that whoever builds now a unity with the Father in their spirit will not get
lost - but only from themselves.

Therefore, before wanting to know exactly what I say to you, search for the essence of My teaching
and unite yourself, without delay, to the Creator, so that when your time comes of experiencing
solitude, God will be with you, because He will be in you.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


